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Abstract
We prove that deciding whether the edge set of a graph can be
partitionned into two spanning trees with orientation constraints is
NP-complete. If P 6= NP , this disproves a conjecture of Recski [1].
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Orienting an edge uv ∈ E means replacing
the edge uv by an arc uv or an arc vu. For m ∈ ZV+, an m-orientation of
F ⊆ E is an orientation of the edges in F such that the number of arcs of F
leaving v is m(v) for each v ∈ V . Given b, r ∈ ZV+, a (b, r)-partition of E is a
partition of E into a blue and a red spanning tree such that the blue tree has
a b-orientation and the red tree has an r-orientation. Recski [1] conjectured
that the existence of a (b, r)-partition can be decided in polynomial time.
The following theorem anwsers negatively this question if P 6= NP .
Theorem 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and b, r ∈ ZV+. Deciding whether
there exists a (b, r)-partition of E is NP-complete.
To prove this result we give a reduction of an instance of NotAllEqual
3-Sat. In such an instance, each clause consists of three non-negated vari-
ables and an assignment is a coloring of the variables with blue or red. A
clause is satisfied if it contains both a blue and a red variable. Schaefer [2]
proved that this variation of Sat is NP-complete.
Theorem 2 ([2]). NotAllEqual 3-Sat is NP-complete.
Let Π be an instance of NotAllEqual 3-Sat and denote n the number
of clauses. We will define a graph G(Π) = (V,E) on 12n+1 vertices and two
outdegree vectors b, r ∈ ZV+ with the following property.
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Claim 1. There exists a (b, r)-partition of E if and only if there exists a
coloring of the variables satisfying Π.
Hence Theorem 1 will follow from Theorem 2 and Claim 1.
For each clause C of Π we add a copy C′ of that clause. Hereinafter C
will always denote a clause that is originaly in Π and C′ will always denote
a copy.
For each clause C = (x, y, z) we construct a C-gadget on six vertices
uCx , u
C
y , u
C
z , v
C
x , v
C
y , v
C
z . This gadget consists of the triangle on the vertex set
UC = {uCx , uCy , uCz } and the edge set EC = {uCx vCx , uCy vCy , uCz vCz } (see Figure 1).
This construction is also done for the copy C′ of C. The out-degree vectors
b and r are defined by b = r = 1 for each of the 6 vertices denoted by the
letter u in the C-gadget and the C′-gadget, b = 1 and r = 0 for each of the
3 vertices denoted by the letter v in the C-gadget, and b = 0 and r = 1 for
each of the 3 vertices denoted by the letter v in the C′-gadget.
uCx
vCx
uCy
vCy
uCz
vCz
s
Figure 1: A clause gadget for C = (x, y, z). The coloring (dashed is blue and
plain is red) and the orientation of the edges corresponds to a blue coloring
of x and a red coloring of y and z.
We add a special vertex s and, for each vertex u of the 6n vertices denoted
by the letter u we add the edge su. The out-degree vectors are defined on s
by b = r = 3n.
For each variable x, we add a cycle ∆x on the vertices of type v
C
x and v
C′
x
where C contains x. This cycle alternates vertices from C-gadgets and vertices
from C′-gadgets (see Figure 2). This ends the definition of G(Π).
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Figure 2: A variable gadget where the original clauses C1, C2 and C3 contain
the variable x. The coloring (dashed is blue and plain is red) of the edges
corresponds to a blue coloring of x.
Proposition 1. In every b-orientation of the blue tree and r-orientation of
the red tree of a (b, r)-partition of E, for every clause C = {x, y, z}, each arc
from EC leaves UC, EC contains both a blue and a red edge and both trees
restricted to s∪UC are connected. This holds also for copies C′ of the original
clauses.
Proof. Observe that the neigbors of s are the vertices denoted by the letter
u in the C-gadgets and the C′-gadgets and there are 3 neigbors in each of
those 2n gadgets. So we have dG(s) = 6n = b(s) + r(s) hence
all the arcs incident to s leave s. (?)
Hence, by r(UC) = b(UC) = 3, each of the 6 arcs incident to UC in G − s
leaves a vertex of UC, exactly 3 are blue and exactly 3 are red. So the arcs
from EC leave UC. The set EC contains both a blue and a red edge otherwise
one of the tree would contain the triangle uCx u
C
y u
C
z .
Hence, by permuting x, y and z if necessary, we may assume that the edge
uCx v
C
x is blue and u
C
y v
C
y and u
C
z v
C
z are red. Thus the triangle u
C
x u
C
y u
C
z contains
exactly two blue edges and, by (?) and r(uCx ) = 1, the common end vertex of
those two blue edges is not uCx . By permuting y and z if necessary, we may
assume that uCx u
C
y and u
C
y u
C
z are blue and u
C
x u
C
z is red. One of the edges su
C
x ,
suCy is blue, otherwise the red tree would contain the triangle su
C
x u
C
z , and
there is at most one blue edge from s to UC, otherwise the blue tree would
contain one of the cycles suCx u
C
y s, su
C
y u
C
z s, su
C
x u
C
y u
C
z s. So either su
C
x is blue
and suCy , su
C
z are red or su
C
z is blue and su
C
x , su
C
y are red. In both cases each
of the tree restricted to s ∪ UC is connected.
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Proposition 2. Let x be a variable. In every (b, r)-partition of E, all the
edges uCx v
C
x , where C is an original clause containing x, have the same color
and all the edges uC
′
x v
C′
x , where C
′ is a copy of an original clause containing
x, have the other color.
Proof. By Proposition 1, in a b-orientation of the blue tree and an r-orientation
of the red tree, the arcs of type uCx v
C
x or u
C′
x v
C′
x enter the cycle ∆x. Hence,
since in ∆x vertices with r = 1 and b = 0 and vertices with r = 0 and b = 1
alternate, ∆x has a circuit orientation and the color of the edges alternates.
Let C1 be an original clause containing x and suppose that u
C1
x v
C1
x is blue.
Denote v
C′2
x the neighbor of vC1x in ∆x such that v
C1
x v
C′2
x is blue. By Proposition
1, there exist a blue path joining s and uC1x in s∪UC1 and a blue path joining
s and uC
′
2
x in s ∪ UC′2 . Thus the edge uC
′
2
x v
C′2
x is red otherwise the blue tree
would contain a cycle including those two paths and the path uC1x v
C1
x v
C′2
x u
C′2
x .
The same argument shows that the edge uC3x v
C3
x is blue where v
C3
x is the other
neighbor of v
C′2
x in ∆x. Hence a repeated application of this argument proves
the proposition.
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose there exists a (b, r)-partition of E. By Proposi-
tion 2, for each variable x, all the edges of type uCx v
C
x , where C is an original
clause containing x, have the same color. Hence it is consistent to color a
variable x with the color of an edge uCx v
C
x for an original clause C containing
x. By Proposition 1, for each original clause C of Π, EC contains a blue and
a red edge, thus C contains a blue and a red variable, that is, C is satisfied.
It follows that this coloring satisfies Π.
Now suppose that there exists a coloring satisfying Π. For each variable
x and each original clause C containing x, color uCx v
C
x with the color of x and
color uC
′
x v
C′
x with the other color. Since each clause C contains a blue and a
red variable, the coloring of the edges induced by s ∪ UC can be done as in
Figure 2 (permute the variables and the colors if necessary). Do the same
for the coloring of the edges in the C′-gadgets. For each variable x alternate
the color along the cycle ∆x. So far we obtained a partition of E into a blue
and a red spanning tree.
Now orient the edges incident to every C-gadget or C′-gadget as in Figure
2 (or the inverse coloring of that figure). Observe that the multiplicity of
colors is the same in EC and in the edges from s to UC. Hence, for each
clause C, there are exactly 3 blue edges and 3 red edges from s to UC ∪ UC′
and the outdegree of s is 1
2
dG(s) = 3n in each tree. For each variable x
orient the bicolored cycle ∆x to obtain a circuit that satisfies the outdegree
contraints on vertices of type vCx and v
C′
x . Hence we obtain a b-orientation of
the blue tree and an r-orientation of the red tree.
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